The information management technology that enables the collection and dissemination of business intelligence (BI) is growing by leaps and bounds, and can now deliver more data in real time than ever before. As the authors of this ExecBlueprint describe, the applications are manifold. Business intelligence enables companies to give their customers tools to make informed purchasing decisions (such as for health insurance). Companies can mine their own data in much more precise ways, enabling them to clearly distinguish between profitable and unprofitable areas. They can access pertinent patient information easily when an important treatment decision needs to be made. They can develop “what-if” scenarios when planning future strategies. And they can spot potential problems before they reach crisis proportions. Most of the decisions that BI can inform, however, do not begin with technology. Along with discussing the various applications for BI, this ExecBlueprint emphasizes that all effective BI systems and processes begin with a partnership between IT and the business.
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Our Business Intelligence

Business intelligence has been an area in which we have invested tens of millions of dollars over the past decade. What we do goes beyond paying claims timely and accurately. To configure the best products to sell to our customers, we have to be able to analyze regional data for the state of Tennessee, as well as national data.

Most of our customers want us to be their purchasing agent for health care services. In order to procure the best deals for them, we need to exercise appropriate health care services utilization management. Giving consumers the data they need to analyze information and determine the most efficient and cost-effective ways to get things accomplished has given us a competitive edge.

Real-Time Intelligence

Not being a supplier of goods, we don’t have a real-time order entry system. As payers, we focus on more of a retail audience. Historically, we have sold on a wholesale basis to employer groups that bought insurance for their employees, with the employer picking up most of the cost. With health insurance costs rising, however, most employers are shifting more of the expense to their employees. This might mean a bigger share of the health care premium, higher deductibles, or higher co-pays. Consequently, we are seeing a lot of trends driven by this health care “consumerism.” In the past, whenever whole dollar coverage was available from employers, people didn’t care what services cost. Now that consumers have to pay more of the total health care tab, we have had to do a lot under the consumerism umbrella.

Whenever someone gets diagnosed with an illness, it is incumbent upon them to find out what is wrong, what the alternatives are, and what everything is going to cost. If you had a broken bone, you could get a simple x-ray for $100 versus an MRI for $750. When consumers are paying more of the health care tab, they are going to be interested in going with a lower-cost technology, if it is adequate.

Information we provide on our Web site educates people on illnesses, treatments, and alternatives, including which alternatives have the best outcomes or the lowest cost. We also have tools designed for consumers and providers to help people make real-time decisions. If someone is going to have his appendix taken out, we can tell him what it is going to cost in different areas around the state, region, or nation.

We implemented an enterprise planning and budgeting system in 2006 that greatly reduced the amount of time it takes the company to complete its annual budgeting process. Now that the enterprise’s budgeting and planning data is stored in one centralized place, the feedback loop between executive decision-makers and cost center managers is nearly instantaneous.

Being able to determine how to most optimally price and configure our products is one of the biggest benefits of business intelligence.
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the data entered into the new enterprise budgeting and planning system, as well as performance measures from the general ledger. We can now look at our business through new and different dimensions at several levels of detail in order to hone in on better profitability.

We used to lump the performance from many products together into one big bucket. However, we had difficulty discerning which ones were doing well and which ones weren’t. This application’s ability to give us many different views will enable us to better run our business.

**Developing Strategic Initiatives**

We have real-time access to data. As we evaluate changes to our health care provider contracts and networks, we use that data to get a handle on the situation. If a hospital asks for something in particular, our tools allow us to know what they want.

We can go into our network and contractual negotiations with our eyes open. While we make our data analysis available to the people doing the negotiations, we can also initiate real-time queries to get answers to questions on the spot.

Some future information management technologies we are researching include:

- Text analytics — the ability to derive meaning and new business insight from large volumes of free-form text in order to improve business processes and customer service and identify new marketing opportunities
- Predictive analytics — the ability to exploit patterns found in historical and transactional data to identify risks and opportunities
- Operational performance management — development of metrics scorecards to monitor and improve operational performance

**Areas for Improvement**

The way that health care is delivered is changing. The consumer is picking up a higher percentage of the tab. Going forward, health care payers, health care providers, and consumers are all going to collaborate to ensure that the most appropriate and highest quality outcomes are achieved. The more information we can put at consumers’ fingertips, the better off we will all be.

**Best Practices**

There is a saying, “Garbage in, garbage out.” If you are going to do data analysis, you need to have quality data. We have instituted a data quality scorecard and have done many other things over the years to try to improve our overall data quality as much as possible. We have also done many things from a testing and rigor standpoint to make sure our analysis is producing accurate results.

It is easier and more cost-effective to support business intelligence capabilities that are going to be used repeatedly than to do things on an ad hoc basis. In today’s litigious society, we have to follow very strict retention policies.
for our data. With any business intelligence effort, in fact, high-quality data is going to lead to better results. As a company, we spend a much higher share of IT resources on information management and business intelligence than any other area and, in doing so, we have solved a lot of our core systems issues over the past decade. We are not out building new claim systems or payroll systems; our projects are increasingly focused on information management or business intelligence.

**Training**

Given the breadth of our work, our employees are trained on using the tools and understanding the data and the business. Users of business intelligence have to understand our business. They also need to have a command of our technology. We have experts in IT and we offer many classes for analytic people in the business community.

**Top Benefits**

Our business intelligence is the end result of our aim to discover how we can deliver a good value for the health care insurance dollar. We use business intelligence to figure out how to price products and to fine tune the products we offer. If a product that we designed is not being utilized as expected and is costing us a lot of money, we try to move away from it.

Being able to determine how to most optimally price and configure our products is one of the biggest benefits of business intelligence. Doctors and hospitals gain access to our systems to find out where the loopholes are so they can make more money. We use our analytics to close the gap and negotiate our contractual arrangements and networks more effectively.

Over the past three years, the benefits of business intelligence have increased. We just finished the second phase of our Financial Performance Management project. Because we can now view our business in so many more dimensions, we are able to focus on some of the areas where we weren’t performing as well as we could have been. This has helped us fine tune our products and has given us a significant return in the past year.

**Information Overload**

People are good at coming up with what they want to see. In conjunction with IT, they can create new views and functionality through business intelligence. We try to keep an ongoing inventory of what is already available so we don’t have people re-creating the wheel. We also have review procedures in place to make sure processes are retired whenever new and better processes replace them. The challenge is that it is tough to take solutions away from people once they have grown comfortable with using them.

---
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(continued)
We’re using business intelligence to look at how we deliver care and what the outcomes are. We want to take variation out of the process, much like manufacturing has done."

**Responsibility**

The technical management of business intelligence resides within IT. The corporate owners are in the process improvement area. They look at how we’re delivering care today and try to think of better ways to deliver higher-quality and lower-cost care in the future.

We want to try to drive the proven care concept to include more procedures, and use evidence-based medicine to improve the care we deliver to our patients. We can’t do that unless we are able to
see what’s worked in the past for our patient population, and also what others have found.

**Best Practices**

We drive real-time business intelligence through individual business units. We look at the literature and depend on leaders in various clinical areas to bring forward the best practices for their areas. However, we do make sure we have the information and the queries that will support what’s best for us. Everything is driven from the bottom up.

**The Role of Employees**

We (IT) mainly do technical support. We do the database work and the front-end client (software) setup and implementation. We also build the systems so that we do not have to run the queries. The performance improvement group will be able to answer any queries that are presented. Our job is to make sure the system runs well (i.e., high availability, proper security, adequate response time, and good management) and that we get the data that’s needed for the kinds of questions that are being asked.

**System Access**

We have three or four levels of employees, and they all have a different level of access. The total number of users, however, is relatively small; in an organization of 13,000 people, only 50-100 have access to the system. The information that most people get is de-identified and lacks patient identifiers. However, a particular class of users needs to look at the data specifically to communicate with patients. These people need to know who the patients are, so they receive a different level of training.

While you can always encounter security challenges when you use information for research, right now access to the system is relatively confined. Consequently, we don’t face the problems we would if it were open to the Internet. Anytime you aggregate data, you have to be concerned about who has access.

**Motivation**

Our motivation right now is to innovate in clinical areas to drive value and find better ways to deliver care with higher quality and lower cost. We’re pushing every part of the organization to do that. The clinical service lines, including cardiology, pediatrics, and orthopedics, have to look at their operations to decide how they can improve their business model as well as the quality and value of what they deliver.

**Top Benefits**

Our outcomes on the BI side have been ad hoc as we try to build the data warehouse. We’ve been doing this sort of thing for the last year or so. We have scorecards for chronic diseases, review of medications used to treat specific problems, and, in the case of proven care, an end-to-end review of specific procedures and treatments in order to redesign the entire process of delivering care. In the case of coronary artery bypass, for example, we have seen
lower rates of readmission. We’ve also seen lower mortality rates even though our rates were good to begin with.

Our diabetic population has had similar results. We track the nine parameters that every diabetic should have done, including eye exams, foot exams, and hemoglobin A1C in range. We’ve been able to convince more and more of our diabetics to get every parameter checked every time. The early indications of our actions are that we have less acute episodes and fewer visits to the ER. We will continue to track this over time, as we need to repeat the experience with larger numbers of patients.

Benchmarking
To date, we’re benchmarking mainly with ourselves. We want to look for process performance improvement. As more and more companies acquire our kind of integrated delivery system, there will be an opportunity to perform some comparisons. These systems provide a huge potential to host clinical trial studies on drugs and their effect on patients in the real world.

They also have a huge potential to catch problems. Merck was alerted to the fact that some patients were at increased risk of heart attacks when taking Vioxx largely because providers saw the correlation in the patients they were treating. Catching that kind of issue by looking for patterns among patients is very valuable. Patients in clinical trials are usually selected based on very specific criteria; the general populous can be very different.

Moreover, business intelligence systems can potentially enable providers to move much more quickly on new drugs and discover their adverse or positive effects. They also might be able to locate an off-brand potential, meaning a new use for a drug that was meant to do something else.

General Scrutiny
Scrutiny of clinical care delivery is long overdue. While many of the larger organizations are adopting higher levels of scrutiny, this needs to happen across the board.

We haven’t done a good job of scrutinizing in the past because we never had the data we needed. Now we need to look at the care we give, the practices we use, the variations we encounter, what works, and what doesn’t. This scrutiny bodes well for better care and keeping costs down at the same time.
Different Types of Business Intelligence

Our use of business intelligence depends on whom we’re trying to serve. If I’m trying to serve the CFO or the financial organization, business intelligence means how the business is doing from a financial snapshot, including payables, receivables, cash flow, and other things of that nature.

For the development organization, business intelligence is about how many bugs they have, their capitalization of software, and how they are doing in terms of retention and hiring. For the service organization, business intelligence is about time, materials, and third-party revenue.

It’s a matter of what each constituent needs to run their business. For us, this means defining business intelligence in a focused manner for each organization.

Real-Time Business Intelligence

Most IT organizations define real-time business intelligence as knowing about something as soon as it happens. We try to look for an appropriate time as defined by the business owners. People tell us what critical information needs to be passed on immediately versus what doesn’t.

Real-time also has cost implications. If we took a blanket approach to defining real-time, it would drive costs in our organization. We try to be smart about what we’re doing and apply the right systems and technologies to the right definitions. In most cases, near-time is good enough, while in others, real-time is critical.

Recent Activities

We’re beginning to roll out dashboards. We are implementing a variety of different financial programs and supporting systems. We have standardized project management and are focusing on a variety of projects to allow the intelligence within the business to be accessed by managers and business leaders throughout the company.

We’re just starting our implementation of business intelligence. In the past three years, there has been a lot of discussion about business intelligence. We’ve had changes in the IT organization and are now finally moving toward embracing business intelligence tools.

Responsibility

Managing business intelligence activities requires a partnership. From a technology standpoint, the IT organization ensures that the systems perform, that they scale, and that they’re reliable and secure.

As far as what is contained in the system, different individuals in the business units are responsible, depending on the area of business intelligence we’re discussing. However, at the end of the day, it is a partnership. The IT organization can’t be the only department dictating how everything is going to get done.

Best Practices

Our department’s best practices for conducting real-time business intelligence include forming partnerships that don’t begin with the technology, but rather with the business units.
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partnerships that don’t begin with the technology, but rather with the business units. The business units have fundamental problems that have to be solved. Those problems don’t go away because there is a business intelligence solution. If I didn’t have a data warehouse, it wouldn’t mean that the financial group doesn’t need to know where we are against sales week to week.

Solving a problem starts with understanding the challenges of each business unit and applying the right technology. It is important to form partnerships to ensure that the IT organization and the business units have strong communication. Whatever we do has to support the objectives of the company.

**Top Benefits**

Business intelligence benefits a company by providing a singular view of the company’s health across all divisions. It lets people know how they need to react to the positive and negative. Before, it was interpretation; today, it’s the reality.

The fact that everybody can understand how they’re impacted by the data flowing through a system has made things much faster for us. We’re able to understand the results of our decisions much more quickly. We have the ability to model better, which is important for us to innovate. We have the ability to ask a lot of “what if” questions,

We motivate people to innovate in business intelligence areas by reducing the amount of rules. We continually remind people that we’re all stakeholders in the objectives of the company, and if something is not right, they should speak up. We’re very big on open communication.

We also have a strong policy against crucifying people for delivering bad news. If someone has bad news, we want them to speak out about it. Nobody is going to get fired for making a mistake. Our policies help create innovation; people aren’t scared to share what’s on their mind.
and we have good grounding in how the answers may evolve.

Real-time business intelligence adds extra value. Technology sometimes highlights problems or makes them bigger. For us, real-time intelligence allows us to react to what’s wrong faster and to spot trends a little bit more quickly.

Most people want to spot the positive trends. We want to know what’s going wrong as soon as possible so we can take corrective action and avert the issue before it becomes a crisis. Real-time intelligence is about trying to spot what’s going wrong before it goes wrong.
I. How Are the Authors’ Companies Currently Using Business Intelligence?

Business intelligence (BI) basically enables consumers and business people to make more informed decisions on everything from which health insurance to buy to what tomorrow’s business strategy should look like. In a real-time scenario, the information can be accessed as soon as it is generated or collected. Examples of specific content that BI can generate (sometimes in real time) for various departments and job functions are:

- Operational records, such as problems, capitalization of software, retention, and hiring rates
- Budgets that enable real-time feedback between executives and cost center managers
- Costs and treatment options by provider for health care procedures
- Integrated patient records that contain up-to-the-minute medical and financial information
- Scorecards for chronic diseases that include reviews of medications, check-up schedules, and specific treatment procedures

II. The Bottom Line

Delivering business intelligence in real time can be expensive, but in some cases, it’s critical. In others, near-time data will serve just as well. The key is to understand the true cost/benefit ratio that can be gained from receiving business intelligence in various time horizons, and choose your methods accordingly. Key ways that BI — and, sometimes, real-time BI — can drive your company’s profits include:

- Scrutinizing your operation and uncovering more efficient ways to drive value and lower costs
- Identifying profitable (and not so profitable) areas by analyzing the business in several dimensions and levels of detail
- Using real-time access to data to gain greater insight on key issues before entering into contractual negotiations
- Making pricing and configuration decisions that are in tune with real-time developments in the markets

III. Must-Have Considerations for Developing BI Systems and Processes

Because the way you use business intelligence will naturally depend on how it will serve your organization, you will want to design your systems and processes from the bottom up, after consulting with users and stakeholders. In order to develop and support optimal business intelligence capabilities for your organization, essential queries to address include:

- In what areas should your data quality be improved?
- Do your systems run well? Do they have high availability, proper security, and adequate response times?
- What testing procedures can you institute to ensure that your analyses are producing accurate results?
- How can you share information about views and functionality so that people are not recreating work that’s already been accomplished?
- Can the BI you produce be accessed by managers and business leaders throughout the company?
- Have acceptable safeguards been established to restrict data access to authorized personnel?
- What is the scalability of your current systems?
- What review procedures do you have to ensure that processes are retired after new and better ones have been deployed?

IV. The Golden Rules for Working with Users of Business Intelligence

The dilemmas and needs that business intelligence addresses do not begin with technology, but rather with the business units. Consequently, IT can’t be the only department dictating what BI means to your organization. IT’s best practice when developing BI systems, therefore, is to form partnerships with end users and adopt some of the following strategies:

- Incorporate input from business leaders across the organization regarding best practices as well as common challenges in BI designs
- Differentiate offerings depending on specific needs of each business unit
- Offer classes in BI technologies for analytic people in your business community
- Stimulate innovation in the BI gathering process by reducing rules and encouraging open communication, including about problem areas

V. Essential Take-Aways

Most IT organizations define “real-time business intelligence” as knowing about something as soon as it happens. Not all BI solutions, however, need to occur in real time, and IT should rely on the business owners to set priorities for their organization. Real-time or not, BI systems are becoming more sophisticated. Accurate and timely BI capabilities that can now (or will soon) help your company gain an edge are:

- Text analytics that can derive meaning and new business insight from large volumes of free-form text
- Predictive analytics that exploit patterns found in historical and transactional data to identify risks and opportunities
- Metrics scorecards to monitor and improve operational performance
- Clinical decision support systems to tailor individual care by enabling providers to access all pertinent information in real time
10 Key Questions and Discussion Points

1. What does “business intelligence” (BI) mean for your IT department? How does this meaning differ (or how is it the same) as your company’s definition? How has this definition changed in the past three years? What does “real-time business intelligence” mean to your IT department?

2. What types of BI activities has your department recently engaged in? What subject areas do they focus on? What is the nature of direction that IT has received from company leaders for conducting BI activities? How could this direction be improved? Who is generally responsible for managing business intelligence activities?

3. What role does real-time business intelligence currently play in the development of your company’s strategic planning initiatives? In what other ways is this information used? In what ways could your company take better advantage of the knowledge gained from real-time BI activities?

4. What are your department’s best practices for conducting real-time business intelligence? How do these relate to the best practices generally used in your industry? What steps led to the evolution of these practices – both in your industry and at your company?

5. What role do your employees play in the performance of BI activities? What training and knowledge base are necessary? In what ways do the qualifications differ for conducting real-time BI? On what basis do you hire or select the appropriate personnel to perform this work? How do you motivate people to innovate in BI areas?

6. What are the top five ways that BI benefits your company? How has this list changed in the past three years? In what ways does real-time BI add extra value? How is the potential problem of information overload addressed at your company?

7. In the next 12 months, how does your company plan to use business intelligence to grow market share? How will you forecast trends and changing customer demands? Do you plan any changes in your current business intelligence-gathering methods to meet this objective?

8. What is the CTO/CIO’s role in providing leadership over BI activities in the department? How do you communicate your performance expectations? What challenges are you likely to encounter? What additional challenges does real-time BI introduce?

9. What percentage of your current IT human and technology resources is presently devoted to BI activities? How is this typical or atypical for companies in your industry?

10. In the next 12 months, how do you plan to expand your real-time business intelligence-gathering capabilities? What new systems do you plan to deploy to generate real-time BI data? What new BI initiatives will be launched as a result of expanded real-time capability?